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ABSTRACT. In this paper the similarity problem for operators of the

form (♦) T: Ax) —» Jq k(x - t)f(t)dt on L2(0, 1) is studied. Let K(z) =

/i k(t)e'tzdt. A function C(z) is called a symbol for T if C(z) can be written
iz

in the form C(z) = K(z) + e G(z), where G(z) is a function bounded and analytic

in a half plane y > 6, for some real numbers. Under suitable restrictions, it is

shown that two operators of the form (*) will be similar if they possess symbols

which are asymptotically close together as z —► °° in some half plane y > 6.

In this paper we study operators on L2(0, 1) of the form

(1) r:/(*)-+ ftk(x-t)f(t)dt,

where k G Ll(0, 1). We are concerned with the question of when two such op-

erators are similar; i.e., given two operators Tx and T2 of the form (1), under

what circumstances will there exist an invertible operator X on L2(0, 1) such

that XTX = T2X>

Earlier research in this area has been accomplished almost entirely by meth-

ods from the theory of integral equations, and dates back to the classical investi-

gations of Volterra [28] and Volterra and Peres [29]. While these techniques

have the theoretical advantage of being equally applicable to Volterra operators

with more general kernels (i.e., not necessarily depending only on the difference

of the arguments), they also have the practical disadvantage of becoming extreme-

ly unwieldy in even the simplest cases. See Daniel [4], [5], Freeman [10],

Kalisch [15], [16], [17],Kalmusevsku [18], Sahnovic [21], [22], [23], and

for related problems Osher [20]. See also Gohberg and Krelh [13].

In the particular case of operators of the form (1), an alternative approach

is provided by the complex Fourier transform. However, while the technique it-

self is very old, its use in the systematic spectral analysis of operators of the

form (1) seems to be something of a novelty. The initial step in this direction
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was taken by Sarason in his short note [24], but without further development.

In [9] a general technique for studying operators of the form (1), based upon

the use of the complex Fourier transform, was constructed. The study of opera-

tors of the form (1) can in this way be subsumed in the study of compressions

of analytic Toeplitz operators to H2 Q BH2, where B(z) is a singular inner func-

tion determined by a single point mass. In particular, this observation leads one

to approach the problem of similarity via the mechanism of composition opera-

tors. We describe briefly the basic type of result that occurs.

If T is any operator of the form (1), by a symbol for T we mean any func-

tion C(z) having a representation of the form C(z) = K(z) + e'zG(z), where

= fo k(t)e,tzdt, and G(z) is bounded and analytic in some half plane y > 77,

tj a real number. It often happens that if Ti and T2 are operators of the form

(1), T1 and T2 will be similar if they possess symbols Cx(z) and C2(z), respec-

tively, such that Cj(z)/C2(z) —+ 1 sufficiently rapidly as z —► «> in some half

plane y > 77. It is generally necessary to assume that one of the symbols has a

particularly wholesome form. In [9] a result of this type was obtained for the

case in which one of the symbols has the form C(z) = L(-iz)l(-k)a, a > 0,

where L(z) is a function analytic and nonvanishing in a sector larg(z -17) I <

pV/2,7? > 0 and ß > 1, with L(x) > 0 for x > 7? and zL'(z)/L(z) —► 0 as z —> 00

in the sector.  Such a function was called slowly varying at infinity in the sec-

tor. This result was shown to contain as a special case the earlier theorem of

Kalisch [15] and Sahnovic [22]. (Choose L(z) si.) However, while percepti-

bly broader in scope than this earlier result, it is not nearly the most inclusive

theorem that can be obtained.

In this present paper we prove a much more general result. The basic idea

will be to develop a classification scheme for the asymptotic behavior of functions

analytic in a half plane. This technique will then be used to identify pairs of

similar operators of the form (1) by comparing the asymptotic behavior of their

symbols. Numerous concrete examples will be provided to illustrate the appli-

cability of the theory.

Some additional references on Volterra operators are the books of Brodskii

[3] and Sz.-Nagy and Foias, [27].

1. Preliminary results. For 0 < p < °°, let Hp denote the Hardy space of

functions F(z) analytic in the half plane y > 0 such that

IIFII, =
sup \F(x + iy)\, p =
y>0

00

is finite. By making the usual identification with boundary functions, we may
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alternately regard Hp as a subspace of Lp(-°°, °°). We use these notions inter-

changeably.

If B(z) is any inner function, it is easily shown that H2/BH2 is a Hilbert

space, and H°°IBH°° is a commutative Banach algebra. H°°/BH°° may further be

identified with an algebra of operators on H2IBH2; namely, for any A + BH°° G

H°°IBH°° let T(A + BH°°) be defined on H2/BH2 by

(2) T(A + BH°°): F + BH2 -+AF + BH2.

For general properties of these operators, the reader is referred to Sarason [25]

and Frankfurt and Rovnyak [9].

We shall be concerned exclusively with the special case B(z) = eiz. While

elements of H°°/elzH°° are not functions, it is nevertheless true that any two

functional representatives of the same coset have similar asymptotic behavior as

y —► °°. From this it is reasonable to expect that the essential properties of a

given coset should not be affected by the behavior of a specific representative in

a region y < rj, tj a real number. This idea can be made more precise. Specifi-

cally, in [9] the following notation was introduced.

Let II ~ denote the set of all functions F(z) bounded and analytic in a

half plane y > 77, where 17 is a real number depending on F. We identify two

such functions if one is an analytic continuation of the other. If F and G are

bounded and analytic in half planes y > t? and y > 5, respectively, and a and b

are complex numbers, we define aF + bG and FG pointwise in the half plane

y > max {77, 5}. With these conventions, n~ becomes a complex commutative

algebra.

The following result holds:

Lemma 1. The mappingF + ^H" —*F + e*zW is an algebra isomor-

phism ofH°°leizH°° onto n°°/eizn°°.

Similarly, let fl2 denote the set of all functions F(z) for which F(z + j'77)

G H2, for some real number 77 depending on F. Again, we identify two such

functions if one is an analytic continuation of the other. It is easy to see that

fl2 C IT (see Düren [6, p. 191]). We let II2 inherit the linear structure of IT.

Thus n2 becomes a complex linear space.

Lemma 2. The mapping F + e,zH2 —*• F + e'zn2 is a linear isomorphism

oftfl^H2 onto n2/e/zn2.

Lemmas 1 and 2 are proved in [9]. By using the isomorphisms of these

lemmas, we may transfer the topological and metric structures of //"/e12//*00

and H2leizH2 to U.°°'l^lT and n2/efzn2, respectively. These spaces may

therefore be used in place of the spaces H°°leizH'x' and H2/eizH2 in all that fol-
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lows. The advantage in so doing is that the notation is freed from dependence

upon a particular half plane.

By Lemma 2, we observe that for any A + in n°°/elzlV° there is an

operator T\A + e^lT) defined on fl2/^2!!2 by

(3) T\A + efzn~): F + eizn2 -+AF + eizW2.

MA EH"0, T(A + e/zn°°) is unitarily equivalent to 7L4 + «**#"). Using this

observation we note that the operator given by (1) is unitarily equivalent to the

operator T(K + e'zlT), where

(4) K(z) = JJ Kt)Judt.

Hence the study of operators of the form (1) can be subsumed in the study of

operators of the form (3). Any representative of the coset K + e^n00 will be

called a symbol for T.

Operators of the form (3) are naturally intertwined by composition type

operators. This idea was developed in some detail in [9]. Since it is used

throughout the present paper, we sketch the main ideas and results.

Let SI denote the class of functions 0(z) analytic in a half plane y > tj,

where t? is a real number depending on 0(z), and there satisfying the condition

Im 0(z) >y - a for some real constant a. We identify two elements of SI if

one is an analytic continuation of the other.

The following two results are proved in [9].

Theorem 1. (i) For each 6 ESI there is a bounded operator Xe on

n2/^2!!2 given by

Xa:F+ eizll2 -> (0(z) + i)F{B(z))l(z + i) + eizYl2.

(if) If      E Ü, then <t> ° \p ESI and X^ = X^Xr

(iii) If<t>,^E SI, then X^ = X^ iff \l<f> - m E J*UT.

Theorem 2. Let A.CE IT, and let 9 ESI. Then X0 T(C + eizYl°°) =

7L4 + eiz\T)Xe iffC(ß(z)) -A(z) E eizn°°.

The next result is a slight generalization of Theorem 6 of [9]. The proof

is quite similar, and is omitted.

Theorem 3. Let 0(z) = z + x(z), where x(z) " analytic in some half

plane y>v> and there satisfies the following conditions:

(i) Im xi?) ü bounded.

(ii) xiz) = o(lzl) as z —*■ «*>,

(iii) I x'C2) I ̂  P f°r some 0 < p < 1.

772e« 0(z) is Univalent for y > 77,0, 0-1 e SI, and Xe is invertible with inverse
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Note that any function X e n~ satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). (See [9].)

An example of a function x £ n°° which satisfies (i)-(iii) is x(z) = log z. There

are many others.

Combining Theorems 2 and 3, we obtain at once the following

Similarity Criterion. Let A, C E IT. In order that 5%4 + eizlT) and

T(C + elzU°°) be similar, it suffices that there exist a function 0(z) satisfying the

hypotheses of Theorem 3 such that A(z) = C(0(z)) in some half plane y > tj.

2. Some classes of functions. By the similarity criterion we have just stated,

we see that it is possible to establish similarity between two finite convolution

operators by exhibiting a solution to a functional equation involving symbols for

the operators. In the sequel, we shall derive conditions under which the desired

solution will exist. Our first concern is with the following general question.

Given an analytic function / defined in a region R and an analytic function g de-

fined in a simply connected region R0, mthg(R0) Qf(R), what conditions are

needed to insure the existence of an analytic function h(z) such that f(h(z)) =

g(z) for all z ER0"! In the language of algebraic topology, this question is known

as the lifting problem (see Spanier [26, pp. 74-78]), and h is called a lifting of g

(relative to f). Let us first note that if we make the assumption that / is locally

conformal (i.e., /' is nonvanishing), then a solution h(z) will always exist locally

in a neighborhood of every point of R0. We are then reduced to finding addition-

al conditions which will insure that the local solutions can be pieced together to

form a global solution. We shall see that it suffices to assume that /(z) is proper,

i.e., f~l(K) is compact whenever K is a compact subset of /(/?). Specifically, we

have

Lemma 3. Let R be a region, and f(z) a proper, locally conformal analytic

function defined in R. Let RQ be a simply connected region, and let g(z) be an

analytic function in RQ with g(R0) C /(/?). Let z0 E R0, and let f^1 be any

initial branch of f~l at g(z0). Then f^1 ° g continues to a single-valued analytic

function in R0.

Proof. Utilizing a theorem of Ahlfors and Sario [2, p. 29, Theorem 14F],

one may easily show that f^1 can be continued indefinitely along all arcs in f(R),

hence in particular along all arcs in giR0). Thus f^1 ° g can be continued indefi-

nitely along all arcs in RQ. Since R0 is simply connected, the result now follows

at once from the monodromy theorem.

Suppose now that we have a function C(z) which is analytic and nonvanish-

ing in a closed half plane y > t?, and there satisfies C(z) —* 0 as z —*■ °°. (As

usual, a function is analytic in a closed set if it is analytic in a region containing

the closed set.) It is easily shown that any such function is proper. Thus if C(z)

is in addition locally conformal, and if A(z) is an analytic function mapping a half
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plane y>7)' into the range of C(z), it follows from Lemma 3 that there is an

analytic function 0(z) defined for y>n' such that C(0(z)) = A(z) for y > 77'.

We shall henceforth assume that C(z) satisfies the conditions laid down in

the previous paragraph. Given another function A E II™, to show that

3X4 + efzn°°) is similar to 2TC + e^n""), we first demonstrate that A(z) maps

some half plane y>r]' into the range of C(z). We will then be guaranteed the

existence of a function 0(z) satisfying C(0(z)) — A(z) for y > rj', and thus similar-

ity will be established if it can be shown that 0(z) - z G If0. We shall see that

this principle can be used to obtain simple sufficient conditions for similarity.

However, it is first necessary to impose some additional structure on the functions

C(z) that we shall be considering. We begin with

Definition 1. A function G(z) is said to belong to the class 6if it is analy-

tic in a closed half plane x > rj, for some rj > 0, and there satisfies the following

conditions:

(1°) G'(z) is nonvanishing,

(2°) G'(z)-+Q as z->•«>,

(3°) G(x) > 0 for x > r?,

(4°) Re G(z) —» °° as z —► °°.

Two such functions are regarded as being identical if one is an analytic continua-

tion of the other.

We remark that if G 6 G, then C(z) = exp(-G(-iz)) is nonvanishing and

locally conformal in a closed half plane y > rj, and there satisfies the condition

C(z) —► 0 as z —► 00. Condition (2°) provides control on the logarithmic deriva-

tive of C, and will be needed later. Condition (3°) insures that C satisfies the re-

flection principle relative to the >>-axis. While not totally indispensable, this will

greatly simplify many of the arguments that follow.

For reference, we note two conspicuous properties of G. The proofs of

these are elementary, and are left to the reader.

(i) If a > 0 and G E G, then aGEQ.

(ii) If F, G E Gand \F'/G'\ < p for some 0 < p < 1, then F + GEG

Remark. In connection with (ii), we do not know if the sum of any two

functions in G lies in G The trouble arises in trying to verify condition (1°).

The class G will be the basic setting for all that follows. However, for tech-

nical reasons which will become apparent later on, we need an additional refine-

ment. This leads us to

Definition 2. Let $ be a nonempty class of functions satisfying the follow-

ing conditions:

(i) Each <p E $ is defined in a closed half plane x > 5, for some 5 > 0.

(Ü) Each f E $ satisfies 0(z) —>• °° as z —* °°.

(iii) Each <p E 3> satisfies Re <j>(x) —*■ <*> as x —»• °°.
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A function G(z) is said to belong to the class G($) if G G G and satisfies the fol-

lowing additional condition:

(5°) For each <j> G <i> there exists e > 0 sufficiently small and a constant

M > 0 such that I Re1 G(z,) - Re G(z2)l < e implies that \G'(<p(z1))lGXz2)\ <Af

whenever Zj and z2 he in some appropriately chosen half plane x > tj.

Any class of functions $ satisfying conditions (i)-(ih) will be called an

asymptotic structure class, or simply an asymptotic structure.

Remark. In connection with (5°), observe that condition (hi) insures that

the composite G'(0(z)) always makes sense in some half plane x > tj.

The reader should note that the functions in an asymptotic structure class

need not be analytic, or even continuous. As the name suggests, we are concerned

not so much with the continuity properties of functions in such a class, but rather

with their asymptotic behavior as z —*■ °°.

At first glance the classes G($) would seem to be rather exotic on account

of the peculiar condition (5°). However, as the next result shows, these classes

actually exhaust the class G The importance of condition (5°) will become clear

later on.

Theorem 4. Let G G G Then there exists a function <p satisfying condi-

tions (i)-(iii) of Definition 2, such that G satisfies (5°) relative to (p. Thus any

function of class G lies in G(&) for some asymptotic structure

Proof. Fix some e > 0, and choose tj >0 so that G satisfies (l°)-(4°)

for x. > tj. For each z in this half plane, let E(z) denote the set of all points w

in the half plane x > tj satisfying I Re G(z) - Re G(w)l < e. Observe that E(z)

is a compact set for each z in the half plane x > tj. For any such z, choose

*min e E(z) such that !G*(zmin)l = inf£(z) I G'(w)l, and let #z) = zmin. It is

easily shown that the function 0 so defined has the desired properties.

3. Asymptotic argument functions. Given C(z) = exp(-G(-iz)) with G G

G, and given A G IT, to show that T(A + e''zlT) is similar to T(C + efen°°) by

the method we have outlined, it is first necessary to prove that A{z) maps some

half plane y>rt into the range of C(z). While there are many ways of accom-

plishing this, perhaps the simplest is to show that the range of C contains some

particularly simple region, and that A maps a half plane v > r?' into this region.

This is the course that we shall follow. Specifically, we shall determine conditions

under which the range of C contains a punctured disk centered at 0. The func-

tion A(z) will generally have the form A(z) = C(z)[l + o(l)] as z —* «>. Note

that a function of this form can always be made to map some half plane y>t)'

into any preassigned punctured disk centered at 0. Thus if the range of C con-

tains a punctured disk centered at 0, A will map some half plane y>r)' into the

range of C.
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Given a function C(z) = exp(-G(-iz)), G £ G, we shall see that whether or

not the range of C contains a punctured disk centered at 0 is essentially controlled

by the asymptotic behavior of arg C(z) as z —-*• <». It is therefore advantageous to

develop some terminology for dealing with this phenomenon. It is agreed that we

shall always choose the determination of arg C(z) which vanishes on the imaginary

axis; i.e., we choose arg C(z) = -Im G(-iz). We begin by obtaining two simple

lemmas.

Lemma 4. If G £ G then Im G(z) —* 0 uniformly as z       in any strip

-a < y < a, a > 0.

Proof. Since G '(z) —* 0 as z —► 00 in some closed half plane x > rj, in

particular G '(z) —+ 0 as x —> °°. Thus for any e > 0 we may choose M > 0 such

that x > M implies IG '(z) I < e/a. Thus if x > M and -a < y < a, we have

Ilm G(z)l = |lm JzG'(w)dw\ = |Re     G'(x + it)dt\

< J^HG'ix + iOldKe.

The lemma follows.

Lemma 5. Let G £ G. TTzen /or a«y 0 < 9 < ?t/2, awcf /or any 17 and 7?'

sufficiently large, \m[G(r\ + re19) - G(r)' + re''9)] —*• 0 as r —><».

The proof of this is similar to the proof of the previous lemma, and is left

to the reader.

Now if G £ Gand C(z) = exp(-G(-zz)), then by the reflection principle we

have

(5)    arg C(-x + iy) = -Im G(y + ix) = Im G(y-ix) = -arg CXx + fy).

Thus we see that all the information that can be obtained about arg C(z) is con-

tained in its behavior in the second quadrant, or what is the same thing, the behav-

ior of Im G(z) in the first quadrant.

We shall be concerned with the asymptotic behavior of Im G(z) on a ray

z = t? + re16, r > 0, as r —*■ °°. In view of the foregoing remarks, it will suffice

to restrict 9 to the range 0 < 9 < 7r/2. Motivated by this, we make the following

Definition 3. Let G £ G, and let C(z) = exp(-G(-/z)). Let 17 > 0 be

chosen so that G satisfies (l°)-(4°) for x > rj. We define the upper and lower

asymptotic argument functions of C(z) by

h+(9; O = lim sup Urn G(tj + rew)\,
r —• 00

(6)
h~(9; C) = lim inf Um G(t? + re'0)I,

r—•00
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0 < 0 < 7r/2. In cases when h~(ß; C) = h+(6; C), we denote the common func-

tion by h(ß; C), which will simply be called the asymptotic argument function

of C(z).

Remark. Observe that on account of Lemma 5, the functions h+(ß; C) and

h~(ß; C) are independent of 77, in the sense that equation (6) remains unchanged

if 77 is replaced by any 77' > 77.

We wish to stress the fact that h+(8; C) and h~(ß; C) are extended real

valued functions. Indeed, as we shall see, in many interesting applications

/T(0; C) = h+(0; C) = +«> for 0 < 0 < tt/2.

The next result summarizes the most useful properties of the functions

Theorem 5. Let G g 6 and let C(z) = exp(-G(-iz)). Then

(i) /T(0; C) < A+(0; C) for all 0,

(ü) h+(d; C) is a nondecreasing function of 0,

(hi) h±(8 ;Ca) = oft* (0; C) for any a > 0.

Before proving this result, we shall need some preliminary notions. First let

us observe that the function C(z) maps some half plane y > 77 into a punctured

disk centered at 0, which we may assume without loss of generality to have unit

radius. We denote this punctured disk by D0. Let D0 denote the universal cover-

ing space of D0, and pr the canonical projection of D0 onto D0. We may think

of DQ as the strip {(r, 0)10 < r < 1, -~ < 0 < 00}. Then pr(r, 0) = re16. As

usual, DQ is given the conformal structure induced by the local action of pr. Now

if f(z) is any analytic function mapping a simply connected region R into D0, it

is well known that f(z) can be lifted to an analytic map f(z) from R to D0; i.e.,

there is an analytic map / from R to D0 such that pr 0 / = /. Specifically, we

may choose f(z) = (l/(z)l, arg f(z)), for any initial determination of arg f(z). In

particular, C(z) has such a lifting C(z), where, in this case, the determination of

arg C(z) is as stipulated above.

In the sequel, we shall make use of the following notation. For any 77 > 0

and 0 < ß < 1, we denote by R(r), ß) the closed sector {z\z = 77 or larg(-iz - 77)!

< 07r}. We are now ready for the

Proof of Theorem 5. The only nontrivial part is (ii). The rest is left to

the reader. To prove (ii), suppose to the contrary that 0j < 02 and A+(0t; C) >

ä+(02 ; C). Choose e > 0 such that h+(d1; C) - h+(92; C) > e, and let N > 0

be chosen sufficiently large so that larg(-iz - 77)! = 02 and \z \ >N imply that

larg C(z)\ < A+(02; C) + e. Since C(z) is nonvanishing, we may choose p > 0

sufficiently small so that \C(z)\>p for \z\ <N. Now choose N* > 0 sufficiently

large so that Izl > A^' implies \C(z)\ < p. Choose some z0 with larg(-zz0 - t?)I

= 0j and lz0\>N' such that larg C(z0)l > A+(02;C) + e. On account of (5)
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there is no generality lost in assuming that arg C(z0) > 0. Let L = {(r, 0)lr =

\C(z0)\ and 0 < 0 < oo}. Now if larg(-iz - t?)I = 02 and C(z) G L, then neces-

sarily \z\>N, so that arg C(z) < arg C(z0). But now choose some z' G

R(yi, B2/ir) such that C(z') G Z, and arg C(z') is maximum among all such points.

By the open mapping principle (applied to Q, necessarily z' G 9/?0?, 02/tt).

Hence by what was just proved, arg C(z') < arg C(z0), which plainly contradicts

the maximality of arg C(z'). This contradiction establishes the result.

4. A similarity theorem. In this section, we shall prove the following fun-

damental result.

Theorem 6. Let G G G($) for some asymptotic structure 4>, and let C(z)

= exp(-G(-zz)). Assume that h~(n/2; C) > 0. Let A G n°° be of the form

CO A(z) = C(z)[l+P(z)],

where P(z) = O(lG'(0(-iz))l) as z —> °° in some closed half plane y>% and

0 G 4>. 77ien r(4 + e^lT) is similar to T(C + e^lT).

Note that since G '(0(z)) —* 0 as z —> <», P(z) —*■ 0 as z —► °°. Thus in

particular (7) asserts that A(z) — C(z)[l + o(l)J as z —*■ <».

Intuitively speaking, this result offers support to the feeling that operators

of the form (1) will divide themselves into similarity classes according to the

asymptotic behavior of their symbols as z —* <*>. In the face of Tauberian intu-

ition, this in turn provides evidence in favor of the idea that operators of the form

(1) should somehow be partitioned into similarity classes according to the behav-

ior of their kernels in a neighborhood of 0.

Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 6, we introduce some addi-

tional notation. Let DQ be the punctured unit disk centered at 0. If z, = r^e191

and z2 = r2ei92 are inZ>0, we denote by T(zv z2) the curve consisting of the

shorter of the two arcs of the circle \w\ = rt joining the points zl and r^e19"1

followed by the segment of the ray arg w = 02 joining r^'9* and z2. Since we

shall only be concerned with the case \91 - 021 < it, the curve TCz,, z2) is un-

ambiguously defined. Elementary estimates show that there is a constant X > 0

such that lr(Zp z2)l < Xlzj -z21 for any zv z2 G£>0. (Here IIYz,, z2)l =

length of IYzj, z2).) We are now ready for the

Proof of Theorem 6. We first consider the case h~(ir/2; C) > it. By

hypothesis, the range of C(z) is contained in a punctured disk centered at 0,

which we may with no loss of generality choose to be D0. As above, D0 will

denote the universal covering space of DQ, and C(z) the lifting of C(z) to D0.

Since h~(nl2; C) > it, we may choose N > 0 such that larg(-iz - t?)I = tt/2 and

Izl >N imply that I arg C(z)l > jr. Also there is a p > 0 sufficiently small so
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that \C(z)\ > p for Izl < Af. It then follows from the open mapping principle

that the range of C(z) contains the rectangle {(r, 0)10 <r < p, —n < 0 < n}.

Thus the range of C(z) contains the punctured disk Dp = {wlO< Iwl <p}.

By using (7) we may choose 77' > 0 sufficiently large so that the following

conditions are satisfied:

(i) A(z) is nonvanishing for y > t?\

(ii) A{z) and C(z) both map the half plane y > i\ into Dp,

(in) I arg C(z) - arg A(z)I < n for y > 77',

(iv) li°(z) I < 5 = min {t?e - 1, 1 - t?-e}, where e is as in (5°).

Now by hypothesis C(z) is locally conformal and, as was previously observed,

proper. Hence by the proof of Lemma 3, any initial branch of C-1 can be con-

tinued indefinitely along all arcs in the range of C(z). Let z0 be a point in the

half plane y > 77', and let C^1 be the initial branch of CT1 at C(z0) such that

C0~1(C(z)) = z in a neighborhood of z0. Continue Cq1 analytically along

r(C(z0), A(z0)) to A(z0), and denote the terminal branch so obtained by Cf

Let 0(z) = C^iAiz)) in some neighborhood of z0. By Lemma 3, 0(z) continues

analytically throughout the half plane y > rj' to a solution of the equation

C(0(z)) = ^(z). It remains to be shown that 0(z) - z E TT.

Fix z in the half plane y > 77'. By (hi) above, C(z) and A(z) lie in a sector

2 of angle <tt. Choose the branch C'1 of C_1 at 4(z) such that C~l{A(z)) =

0(z). By the monodromy theorem, C"1 continues analytically to a single-valued

function in 2. Moreover, the monodromy theorem also implies that C~!(C(z))

= z.

Now from (7) we have

(8) (1 - 5)lC(z)l < U(z)l < (1 + 5)IC(z)l.

Hence the curve 7 = T(C(z),^(z)) lies entirely within the annulus {wl(l — 5)IO(z)I

<lwl<(l +5)IOz)l}, Now we have

I0(z)-zl = IC-1(^(z))-C-1(C(z))l = I Uc;l)'(w)dW\

(9) IJ7 1

for some wx E 7. Let zt = C"1^). Then from (9) we have

I0(z) - zl < XU(z) - C(z)l/lC'(z,)l

(10) =XlC(z)P(z)l/IC'(z1)l

<XK\C(z)\\G'(<k-t))\l\C(z1)\\G'(-iz1)\,

where A > 0 is a constant independent of z. But since

(11) (1 -5)IC(z)l < IC(zj)l <(l+5)IC(z)l,
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we have from (10) that

(12) l0(z)-zl <UC(}-STl\G'(<Ri-iz))ll\G'(rlzl)\.

But then on account of (5°) we obtain

(13) \6(z) -z\ <\KM(l -6T1,

where M is as in (5°). Since z was an arbitrary point in the half plane y > t}', it

follows that 0(z) - z G n°°. The result is therefore established in the case

ft-(jr/2; C) > jr.

Now suppose that 0 < h~(n/2; C) < it. By Theorem 5(iii) we may choose

an integer n sufficiently large so that h~(it/2; C") > it. Note that

A(z)n = C(z)"[l +m]n = C(z)n[l + 0(lG'(0(-iz))l)].

Thus by the first part of the proof we can find 0(z) with 0(z) - z G If" such that

C(0(z))n = A(z)n in some half plane y > i?'. Thus for y > r\ we have C(0(z)) =

£4(z), where % is some nth root of unity. We will be finished if we can show that

% = 1. But in particular

arg % = arg C(0(/») - arg A(iy)

for y > t}'. As y —> °°, arg A(iy) —► 0 by (7) and arg C(0(i») —*• 0 by Lemma

4. The result follows.

It is clear from the proof of Theorem 6 that if C(z) = exp(-G(-zz)), G G

G, and h~(n[2; C) > 0, then in order to obtain a function 0(z) such that C(0(z))

= ^4(z) holds in some half plane y > 17', it suffices that A(z) = C(z)[l + o(l)] as

z —> °°. However, to say anything more about 0(z), one must put some limitation

on the o(l)-term. (This is aptly demonstrated by the example of Kalisch [17].)

As the proof of the theorem indicates, the classes G(*) were introduced to expe-

dite this purpose. In a practical application, the main difficulty lies in showing

that the class <E> can be chosen to contain some particularly tractable function or

family of functions. The remainder of this paper is dedicated to examining some

special cases in which this difficulty can be surmounted.

5. Functions of regular type. Let G(z) be analytic in a half plane x > rj,

for some r? > 0. As before, we set C(z) = exp(-G(-iz)). If 0 < a < 1, we say

that G(z) is of regular type a if G'(z) = z°_1 [ß + e(z)], where ß > 0, e(z) —* 0

as z —> «» in the half plane x > r\, and e(x) is real for x > 17. We begin with the

following basic result.

Theorem 7. Let G(z) be of regular type a for some 0 < a < 1. Then

GEG.
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Proof. It is easy to check that G satisfies (l°)-(3°) in some half plane

x > 17. To show that (4°) is satisfied, the cases a = 0 and a > 0 must be distin-

guished.

Suppose a = 0. Choose 77' > 0 sufficiently large so that le(z)l < ß0 < ß

for x > 77'. Then for x > 77' we have

Re G(z) = ß Ref'.dw/w + Re j*. e(w)dw/w + G(t?')

> ß log Izl - ß log 77' + G(t?') - e(w)rfwAv|

>ßlog Izl - /Hog 7?' + G(V)- J^f' leCO'^A - J*0'arg z'le(lzlei9)l<i0

> 03 - jj0) log Izl - 03 - P0) log 77' + G(t?') - ß0larg zl.

Thus we see that Re G(z) —► °° as z —► 00 in the half plane x > 77', as desired.

The case a > 0 is handled similarly.

In view of this result, we are in a position to apply Theorem 6 to the func-

tion C(z) = exp(-G(-/z)) whenever G(z) is of regular type a for some 0 < a < 1.

To accomplish this, we must establish that C(z) satisfies the condition h~(ß/2; C)

> 0, and determine an appropriate asymptotic structure class $> such that G 6

G($). As we shall see, in this case S> can always be taken to consist of particularly

tractable functions. The importance of functions of regular type is aptly demon-

strated by the frequency with which they arise in connection with concrete exam-

ples of operators of the form (1). (See below.)

As can be seen from the proof of Theorem 7, the cases a = 0 and a > 0

tend to require separate treatment. We shall see the gap between these two cases

widen much farther in what follows. Consequently, we devote a separate section

to each of them

6. Slowly varying functions. In this section we treat the case a = 0. Essen-

tially, this case has previously been considered in [9]. Here we are primarily con-

cerned with rephrasing the results of [9] in terms of Theorem 6. Let us first re-

call from [9] that a function L(z) analytic and nonvanishing for x > 77, with L(x)

> 0 for x > 77 and zL'(z)/L(z) —* 0 as z —► 00 in the half plane x > 77 is said to be

slowly varying at infinity in the half plane x > 77. See also Feller [8, pp. 268-

276], Gohberg and Kreln [12, pp. 144-145], and Levin [19, pp. 31-33].

The following lemma was proved in [9].

Lemma 6. Let L(z) be slowly varying at infinity in the half plane x>r\.

Then

(i) IZ,(z)l/L(lzl) —»• 1 as z —*■ °° in the half plane x > 77,

(ii) arg L(z) —> 0 as z —> °o in the half plane x > 77,

(hi) L(tx)/L(x) —»• 1 as x —> 00 for every t > 0,
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(iv) for every e > 0 there exists a constant C(e) > 0 such that C(e) 1 Iz I €

< \L(z)\ < C(e)lzle for all z in the half plane x>r\.

The next lemma provides the connection between slowly varying functions

and functions of regular type 0.

Lemma 7. If C(z) = exp(-G(-iz)), then G(z) is of regular type 0 iff C(z)

= Z,(-iz)/(-zz)0, where ß>0 and L(z) is slowly varying at infinity in some half

plane x>i\.

The proof of this is routine, and is left to the reader.

Remark. It follows from this result that if G(z) = log(zZ(z)), where I(z)

is slowly varying at infinity in some half plane x>t\, then C£6.

Now if C(z) = Z,(-iz)/(-/z/, where ß > 0 and L(z) is slowly varying at

infinity in some half plane x > rj, then

(14) arg C(z) = arg L(-iz) - ß arg(-iz).

We therefore have h~(8; C) = h+(6;C) = ßd. Thus in particular the condition

h~(n/2; C) > 0 is satisfied for any such function C(z).

Many of the slowly varying functions which arise in examples satisfy addi-

tional useful conditions. Specifically, if L(z) is slowly varying at infinity in the

half plane x > t?, it often happens that L(z) also satisfies

(i) L(x) is ultimately monotone as x —*■ °°,

(ii) L(xp)/L(x) remains bounded as jc —*■ <», for any p > 0.

Such a function will be called slowly varying at infinity in the strong sense.

Functions of this type were studied in [9], and in fact all the specific

examples presented there were slowly varying at infinity in the strong sense. Per-

haps the best explanation for this phenomenon is that all the specific examples

listed in [9], and indeed most of the interesting classical examples, involve loga-

rithms. We assert that in fact any such example is slowly varying at infinity in

the strong sense. Specifically, define logm z for m a positive integer by log1 z =

logz and logm z = logOog"1-1 z) for m > 2, and let

L(z) = £ cfc(logm*i zfki ... (log™*/ zfkf,
k=l

where the ck are positive constants, the mki are positive integers, the pki are

real numbers, and / is a positive integer. Such a function will simply be referred

to as a logarithmic function. It is not difficult to check that any such function

is slowly varying at infinity in some half plane x > 77, and satisfies condition (ii)

in the above definition. The fact that any such function satisfies the ultimate

monotonicity requirement results from a theorem of Hardy [14, pp. 17-20].

Thus any logarithmic function is slowly varying at infinity in the strong sense.
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As we observed above, if G(z) = log(zZ,(z)), where I(z) is slowly varying at

infinity in some half plane x > tj, then GEG. The next result provides some

simple asymptotic structure classes 3> such that G E G($).

Theorem 8. Let L(z) be slowly varying at infinity in a half plane x>%

and let G(z) = log(zZ,(z)). Then G E G(*), where $ = {0(z) = lzlp, p > 1}.

If in addition L(z) is slowly varying at infinity in the strong sense, G E G($'),

where <!>' = {<p(z) = z}.

Proof. It suffices to show that condition (5°) is verified for the given

asymptotic structure classes.

We first assume only that L(z) is slowly varying at infinity. Let e > 0 be

fixed, and let zx and z2 be points of the half plane x > t? for which I Re G(zt) -

Re G(z2)l < e holds. Then

(15) e~t<\z2L(z2)/zlL(zl)\<et.

For any p> 1, choose 5 > 0 such that (1 + 5)/(l - 5) < p. By Lemma 6(iv),

we have

(16) lz2r5 <C(6)II(z2)l.

Thus by (15) we have

\z2\<C(8)ll«-»\z2L(z2)\W-V

<e^»-*)C(S)1/(I-6)|z1Z,(z1)lI/(1-6).

Again using Lemma 6(iv), we have

(18) Hfz^KcTS^z,!6.

Therefore

(19)
lz1Z.(2T1)l1/(1-5> <C(5)1/(1"6)|Z1 |d+«>/(!-«)

<C(S)1/<1-6>lz1|p.

Using (17), we then have

(20) Iz2l<[eeq602],/(1-6)lz1lp.

From this it follows easily that G E G($).

Now assume L(z) to be slowly varying at infinity in the strong sense. For

definiteness, we suppose that L(x) is ultimately nonincreasing. (The other case

is treated similarly.) We have only to show that G(z) satisfies (5°) relative to
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0(z) = z. If e > 0 is fixed and zl and z2 are points in the half plane x for which

I Re G(zj) - Re G(z2)l < e, we repeat the previous argument as far as (20), with

some p > 1 fixed. Now by Lemma 6(i), we have

(21) \L(zl)\<K0L(\zl\),

where K0 > 0 is a constant. But since L(z) is slowly varying at infinity in the

strong sense, there is a constant Kl>0 such that

(22) KoL0z1\)<KiL(\z1\p).

Then by Lemma 6(iii), there is a constant K2 > 0 such that

(23) KiL{\zi \»)<K2L([eeC(8)2] 1^1-6>lz, I").

Then since L(x) is ultimately nonincreasing, we have from (20) that

(24) K2L([eeC(S)2] W^br, \p)<K3L(\z2 I),

where Ä"3 > 0 is a constant. But then using Lemma 6(i) again, we have

(25) K3L(\z2\)<K4\L{z2)\,

for some constant K4 > 0. Combining (21)—(25), we obtain

(26) IL(zj)I<A:4II(z2)I.

By (15) we then have

(27) \z2lZl\<K4ee.

From this the desired result follows easily.

Combining Theorem 8 and the remark following Lemma 7 with Theorem 6,

we obtain at once the following result.

Theorem 9. Let L(z) be slowly varying at infinity in some half plane x >

t?, and let C(z) = L(riz)l(-izf for some ß>0. Suppose that A € FT, and

that A can be expressed in the form

(28) A(z) = C(Z)[l +P(z)],

where P(z) = 0(l/lzlp) as z —> °° in some closed half plane y > 77', and p > 1.

Then T(A + eizlT) and T(C + e'zn°°) are similar. If in addition L(z) is slowly

varying at infinity in the strong sense, it suffices that P(z) = 0(1/IzI) as z —*■ 00.

We remark that Theorem 9 is slightly stronger than Theorem 8 of [9], since

it was there assumed that L(z) was slowly varying at infinity in a sector properly

containing a half plane.
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7. Regularly varying functions. In this section we treat the case a > 0.

We are assuming that G(z) is analytic in some half plane x > tj, and that G'(z) =

za~l [aß + e(z)], where 0 < a < 1, ß > 0, and e(z) —* 0 as z —> °° in the half

plane x > tj, with e(x) real for x > rj. We begin with

Definition 4. Let L(z) be analytic and nonvanishing in a half plane x >

tj, L(x) > 0 for x > tj, and zx~aL\z)\L(z) —*■ 0 as z —► » in the half plane x >

tj, for some 0 < a < 1. Then L(z) is said to be regularly varying at infinity of

order a in the half plane x > tj.

Lemma 8. Let 0 < a < 1, and let L(z) be a function regularly varying at

infinity of order a in some half plane x>r\. Then for any e > 0 there exists a

constant C(e) > 0 such that

C(er1e-eh{C' <II(z)l<C(e><b|a

holds for all z in the half plane x > tj.

Proof.  In view of the fact that the reciprocal of a function regularly vary-

ing at infinity of order a is also regularly varying at infinity of order a, it suffices

to prove the right-hand inequality. For any e > 0 chooseN>0 such that Izl >

N implies that \zl~aL'(z)lL(z)\ < 2ae/(2 + cm). Then for Izl >N we have

\L(z)\< |exp[k>g/.(A0 + fcL'(w)/L(w)dw] |

< I(A0exp[(2e/(2 + aTr))(lzla - Wa)]exp[(a7re/(2 + arr))lzla]

<I(A0exp[-2eA^/(2 + CCT)]eelz'a.

The lemma follows.

The next lemma provides the connection between functions regularly vary-

ing at infinity of order a > 0 and functions of regular type a > 0.

Lemma 9. If C(z) = exp(-G(-tz)), then G(z) is of regular type a > 0 iff

C(z) = e~^~lz^ L(-iz), where ß>0 and L(z) is regularly varying at infinity of

order a in some half plane x>rj.

The proof of this is similar to the proof of Lemma 7. In view of this result,

any function of the form G(z) = za + log L(z), with I(z) regularly varying at

infinity of order a in some half plane x > tj, lies in G.

Now if C(z) = e~ß<-~tz) L(z), where ß > 0 and L(z) is regularly varying at

infinity of order a, we are in a position to apply Theorem 6 to the function C(z).

The next result provides the necessary control on the argument of C(z).
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Lemma 10. Let C(z) = e~ß(-~iz)aL(-h), where ß>0 and L(z) is regularly

varying at infinity of order a in some half plane x>t\. Then h~(d; C) = h+(8; Q

= +°°forQ <9 <tt/2.

The proof of this is similar to the proof of Theorem 7, and is left to the

reader.

As we observed above, if 0 < a < 1 and G(z) = za + log L(z), where L(z)

is regularly varying at infinity of order a in some half plane x > t?, then GEG.

The next result provides us with a simple asymptotic structure <£ such that G E

Gm
Theorem 10. Let L(z) be regularly varying at infinity of order a in a half

plane x>% and let G(z) = za + log L(z). Then G E G($), where $ =

= z).

Proof. By Lemma 8, for any e > 0 there is a constant C(e) > 0 such that

(29) C(eTle-elz< \L(z)\<C(e)eelz

for all z in the half plane x > r). Let 5 > 0 be chosen so that cos ad > 5 for

0 < 6 < 7r/2, and let e be chosen so that 0 < e < S. Letzl and z2 be points in

the half plane x > t? such that iRe G(zj) - Re G(z2)l < e. Then

(30) e~e < \L(z2)ez2/L(z1 )ez" I < ee,

and thus we obtain

der^-U+'V'i 'a < \L(zx)\-le«0*<* ar« zi»lz» ,a= iLiz^e-*"]

(31) <e£li(z2r1e-z!|<eeIZ(z2)r1e-(C0S(a ar« 22))lz2la

<C(e)eee-(5-£)lz2ia.

Taking logarithms, we obtain

(32) -log C(e) - e + (5 -e)lz2 la <log C(e) + (1 + e)\zl \a,

from which it follows that I z2/zj I < K for some constant K > 0. The result is

now immediate.

Combining Theorem 10 and Lemma 9 with Theorem 3, we obtain at once

the following result.

Theorem 11. Let C(z) = e-<J(~'z)0tZ.(-iz), where ß > 0, 0 < et < 1, and

L(z) is regularly varying at infinity of order a in some half plane x>r}. Suppose

that A E n°°, and that A can be written in the form

(33) A(z) = C(z)[l+P(z)].
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where f\z) = 0(\z\a 1) as z —► °° in some closed half plane y > t\. Then

T{A + e^lT) and 1\C + eizU°°) are similar.

8. Examples. We conclude this paper with a number of concrete examples

to illustrate the foregoing material. We begin with some examples of operators

having symbols of regular type.

(a) Regular type 0. Numerous examples of this case were given in [9].

Here we only summarize these examples, and present some additional ones.

It was observed in [9] that this case contains the classical fractional integra-

tion operators defined for a > 0 by

(34) J«: f(x)    IXa)"1       - t)<*-lf(t)dt.

(Symbol C(z) = l/(-iz)a.) It was shown in particular that the earlier result of

Kalisch [15] and Sahnovic [22] concerning operators similar to integral powers

of / can easily be deduced from Theorem 9. Theorem 9 was also used to derive

an analogue of the Kalisch-Sahnovic result for nonintegral powers of /. (See [9,

Theorem 10].)

We mention some additional operators having symbols of the form

L(-iz)/(-t)a, where a > 0 and L(z) is slowly varying at infinity. The classical

logarithmic kernel operators of Volterra and Peres [29], defined for a > 0 by

(35) Ltt: f(x) — IXa)-1/*/"-1 [-log t + r'(a)/r(c0]/(x - t)dt,

have symbols C{z) = log(- iz)l(-iz)a. The operators Ma defined for a > 0 by

(36> Ma: fix)->vit,a-I)Ax-t)dt,

where v(t, a - 1) = f~l ds/T(s) (see ErdeTyi et al. [7]), have symbols C(z) =

l/(-iz)a log(-iz). Both of these examples were discussed in [9]. Another simple

example (not given in [9]) is afforded by

(37) Ta:f(x) —     t«*-»'2 Ja_x&W)fix - t)dt,

where a > 0 and Jv{z) is a Bessel function (see Watson [30]). Note that Ta has

symbol C{z) = e~i/zl(-iz)a. Using Theorem 9, one can easily show that Ta is

similar to f*.

As an additional illustration of Theorem 9, we next consider a more compli-

cated example. For a > 0, let

(38) Ra: fix) — r(a)(2n)-1'2£<T'2/4 [D_2a(-t) -D2a(t)] f(x - t)dt,

where Dv(z) is a parabolic cylinder function (see Erddlyi et al. [7]). We show that

Ra is similar to Ja+1. To see this, note that Ra has symbol
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C(z) = (-/z)-2ae(_/2)2/2r(a, &(-zz)2), where IYa, z) is an incomplete gamma

function (see ErrMyi et al. [7]).  Then using the asymptotic expansion for the

incomplete gamma function (see [1]), we have

C(z) * (-iz)-"-1 [1 + (a - l)/(-fc) + • • • ]

as z —► oo in any upper half plane y > 5, 5 > 0. The assertion then follows

from Theorem 9.

(b) Regular type a > 0. An interesting class of operators having symbols

of this type are the operators Np defined for any real number p by

(39) Nffto-H-W fcfe-V'fbs-ildt.

In particular, it was shown in [9] that if p = - 3/2, Np is nonunicellular. See

also [11]. It is not difficult to show that Np has symbol Cp(z) =

27r~1/2(-iz)"(p+1)/2A'p + 1(2(-iz)1/2), where Kv(z) is a modified Bessel function

(see Watson [30]). We assert that Cp(z) is of the form Cp(z) = exp(-G(-tz)),

where G is a function of regular type Vi. To see that this is so, we utilize the

asymptotic expansions of Kv(z) and K'v(z) (see [1]). We have

-C'p(iz)ICp(iz) = Vip + Dz"1 + z-*tfp + i (2z*)/*p+1(2^)

= z-,/*[%0 + l)z-* + (1 +F,(z))/(1 + F2(z))]

= z~*{l + lA(p + l)z-* + [(1 + FjGrMl + F2(z)) - 1]},

where Fj(z), F2(z) = 0(lzl_1/2) as z -* o». Thus we see that -Cp(iz)/Cp(iz)

= z_V4 [1 + o(l)] as z —> oo in the half plane x > 5, for any 8 > 0. The

assertion follows.

Now from the expansion

Cp(z) = (-fe)-V4(P+3/2V-2(-fe>% [1 + 0(|z|-K)]

as z —► oo, and from Theorem 11, it follows that T\Cp + elzlT) is similar to

T\Cp + eizTl°°), where Cp(z) is given by

Cp(z) = (-iz)-,/^+3^e-2^Vl.

It foUows that for p >-3/2,Np is similar to J<-p+3I2)I2N_3/2, and for p <

-3/2. AL3/2 issimüarto/-(p+3/3>/2Afp.

As a further illustration, let v be any real number, and consider the opera-

tors

(4°) Sv: f(x) ~* Or*/*rV1 P'WnJMffl? - t)dt,
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where Wß „(z) is a Whittaker function (see Erdelyi et al. [7]). We assert that

Sv is similar to N_Zjl f°r all    To see this, note that Sv has symbol

Av(z) = (2/7r)(-iz)X+v4((-^)H^-v4((-fe)%)-

Again utilizing the asymptotic expansion for Kv(z), we obtain

Av(z) = (2lnX-i2)\m-iz)Vl)e-n-iz^ [1 + 0(1/1*1*)]

= e-2(-«z)%[l+0(l/lzl%)]

as z —> oo The assertion then follows from Theorem 11. In particular, it follows

that Sv is nonunicellular for all v.

(c) A more delicate example. Throughout this paper we have obtained

various results on similarity by utilizing a special case of the similarity criterion of

§ 1; namely, we have consistently restricted our attention to cases in which the

lifting 0(z) satisfies the condition 0(z) - z £ IY°, rather than attempting to utilize

the criterion in its fullest generality. As an illustration of how this extra general-

ity can be used, let us consider the operator /(/ + iLx), where Lx is defined by

(35) with a = 1. We assert that /(/ + iLx) is similar to /. The reader can easily

convince himself that this can in no way be deduced from Theorem 6 or any of

its corollaries. We shall apply the similarity criterion of § 1 directly, and in its

full generality. First note that /(/ + iXj) has symbol

A(z) = (-zz)-1 [1 - log(-iz)/z] = (l/(-/))(l/z2)[z - log(-zz)]

= l/[-iz2/(z-log(-fz))]

= l/-/[z +z log(-iz)/(z -logC-zz))] = l/(-/0(z)),

where 0(z) = z + z log(-zz)/(z - log(-iz)) = z + xCO. To prove the desired

similarity, we must show that xOO satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3. It is a

routine exercise to show that Im y/z) is bounded. One also easily checks that

Re x(z) is not bounded. Clearly xOO — o(lzl) as z —*• °°. Finally, note that

X'(z) = (z -(log(-zz))2)/(z - log(-iz))2 0

as z —»• 0». It follows that / and J(I + ilx) are similar, as stated.

The last example provides an excellent illustration of the extremely delicate

nature of the similarity problem for convolution operators. The results we have

obtained above tend, in a small way, to give support to the idea that similarity

classes of operators of the form (1) should somehow be identifiable in terms of

their symbols. However, the last example serves to make one painfuhy aware of

just how delicate such an identification process would have to be, particularly

when viewed in comparison with the work of Kalmusevskil [18]. Specifically,
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Kalmusevskil's results imply that /(/ + Lx) is not similar to J. It is difficult to

assess the true significance of this phenomenon in the light of what is presently

known, or even to formulate a reasonable conjecture as to what might lie behind

it. However, the following comments are perhaps of some value.

Let T be an operator of the form (1), and assume that T has a symbol

A(z) = (-zz)-1 [1 + P(z)]. Under what circumstances will T be similar to /?

According to Theorem 9, if P(z) = 0(l/\z\) as z —► °°, then T will be similar to

/. No additional information on P(z) is needed. Merely knowing that P(z) has

the given order of growth is enough to insure similarity. However, as the above

example illustrates, this order of growth is not necessary for similarity. It is still

possible for T to be similar to / with slightly looser control on P(z), namely P(z) =

0(llog zl/lzl) as z —► <». However, as the Kalmusevskil result shows, when the

control on P(z) is relaxed in this way, it is no longer sufficient to know merely

that P(z) has this order of growth. It is necessary to compensate for the reduction

in the order of the growth of P(z) by having additional information about the

function. Exactly what shape this additional information may take awaits further

research.
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